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GEOGRAPHY 

GRADES 10 TO 12 

1 PRINCIPLES ON WHICH THE SYLLABUS IS BASED 

1.1 Nature of Geography 

Geography as a subject has many areas of overlap with other subjects, in both the 
natural and the social fields of study. This syllabus takes into account the essential 
nature of Geography. It ensures that: 

1.1.1 The four major traditions in geography are upheld. These are: 

• human-land relationships; 
• the spatial perspective; 
• the regional viewpoint; 
• the earth-science component; 

1.1.2 a balance is maintained between Physical Geography and Human Geography; 

1.1.3 provision is made for both the theoretical and the practical aspects of the subject; 

1.1.4 sufficient flexibility exists to allow for the changing nature of the subject. 

1.2 General education of the pupil 

Education is concerned with the development of the "whole being", and not merely 
with imparting knowledge. 

1.2.1 The most important aims, in the long term, are for pupils to: 

• acquire and develop intellectual skills and abilities which will promote on
going education; 

• adjust to a society that is undergoing rapid and far-reaching social , economic 
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and political changes; 

• enter the world-of-work that is becoming increasingly more technologically 
orientated; 

• develop their moral and emotional (affective) attributes. 

1.2.2 The teaching of Geography should be neither specifically vocationally orientated 
nor entirely university orientated. The syllabus should provide for two groups of 
pupils: 

• those who will receive no further instruction in the subject; and 

• those who will continue with the study of Geography at a tertiary level. 

1.2.3 Although the syllabus is divided into a Junior Secondary Phase and a Senior 
Secondary Phase, the two phases must be related and must allow for the 
progressive development of geographical knowledge, skills and attitudes. 

2 OBJECTIVES 

• In lesson preparation teachers should bear in mind the higher abilities of 
comprehension, analysis, application, synthesis and evaluation. 

• This subject should be taught in such a way that pupils develop an 
eagerness for further study and individual inquiry. 

• Teachers should we aware of the contribution Geography is making to the 
general education of the pupil. It is th is awareness that gives direction to 
day-to-day teaching. 

• Objectives should be meaningful to pupils and teachers alike, and must 
constitute both realistic and achievable targets. 

• The type and number of short-term objectives in Geography are numerous 
those selected for a lesson should be closely correlated with the nature of 
the subject matter and the resources available to the teacher. 

Objectives can be classified into four main categories: 
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2.1 Knowledge 

2.1 .1 Pupils should acquire a fundamental body of knowledge which is meaningful and 
useful to them and which can be applied and reproduced in whatever form is 
required. 

2.1.2 Pupils should recognise the unity of knowledge through the links that Geography 
has with other subjects. 

2.2 Skills 

2.2.1 No list of skills can be complete. The following should, however, be kept in mind: 

• The importance attached to different skills should be related to the abilities 
and maturity of the pupils. 

• The development of skills should enable pupils to deal with knowledge in an 
organised manner. 

• Pupils should ga in proficiency in the use of skills through repetition and the 
application of these skills to new situations. 

2.2.2 Geography can make particular contribution to the following skills: 

• Oracy and literacy : thinking logically, writing concisely, speaking with 
assurance and accuracy; 

• Numeracy: introduce with simple statistical methods, graphs and tables; 

• Graphicacy: the ability to draw, read and interpret; 

• Interpretation : of pictures, photographs, statistics and maps; 

• Fieldwork techniques : using either the traditional (survey) or the scientific 
approach. 

2.3 PERCEPTION 

The way in which the environment is "perceived" in reaction to the "actual" 
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environment influences the pupil's concept of space (spatital conceptualization). 

2.3.1 In order to heighten the pupils' perception of their environment, it is necessary for 
them to : 

• recognise the relat ionships that exist between people and their environment; 

• identify spatial patterns, spatial relationships and interaction. (This is closely 
linked with an understanding of location, distance and accessibility); 

• be aware of the underlying processes which act upon spatial patterns and 
relationships and which bring about change; 

• be aware of the world 's place-to-place variety; to recognise the uniqueness 
of place. 

2.3.2 Many studies require pupils to examine the spatial aspects of social and economic 
problems. Such studies provide opportunities for pupil s to respond to problem 
solving and decision-making situations through critical divergent and creative 
thinking. 

2.4 APPRAISAL 

2.4.1 Studies in Geography should promote the formation and reinforcement of positive 
attitudes and values. 

• This is an affective objective, because without appealing to the emotions and 
without sufficient motivation, learning seldom takes place. 

2.4.2 Pupils need to develop a social awareness. This means that they are expected to: 

• recognise the interdependence of people; 

• acquire a tolerant attitudes towards others with different social , economic 
and political circumstances. 

2.4.3 Pupils need to develop an environmental awareness. They need to feel a 
commitment towards the environment by development a "caring attitude". This 
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means they are expected to : 

• recognise the need for conservation; 

• understand that the balance of nature is largely dependent on peoples' wise 
management of their environment. 

They should be aware of how people use/abuse their environment, particularly the 
resources available to them; the options and constraints that are placed on their 
actions. 

• Realise that quality of life is influenced by the aesthetic aspects of peoples' 
environment as well as by an appreciation of the grandeur and wonder of 
creation . 

3 TEACHING GUIDELINES 

3.1 Teaching approaches 

Teachers should make every effort to create effective learning experiences for their 
pupils. Whatever teaching approach is used, it is essential to develop a sense of 
reality in the teaching situation. 

3.1.1 The holistic of global approach 

• It is particularly important that the components of the syllabus are viewed as 
parts of a whole and not as isolated compartments of knowledge. 

• The divisions of the syllabus should merely be regarded as a convenient 
means of grouping the characteristics of the individual components. 

• Wherever possible, the relationship and interaction between components 
should be stressed. 

3.1.2 The descriptive versus the problem-solving approach 

• Although there is still room for some of the descriptive techniques of 
traditional Geography, emphasis should be given to a more problem
orientated skills-based approach. 
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• Pupils should gain insight into the process of decision-making by 
participating in exercises such as simulation and games. 

3.1.3 The systems approach 

• It is recommended that teachers introduce the concept of systems into their 
teaching. 

• Pupils should be aware that Geography encompasses the study of a very 
complex human-environmental ecosystem. This complex system is broken 
down into a number of sub-systems to facilitate its study. 

• Several components of the syllabus could be taught as sub-systems such as 
those associated with weather, drainage and urban sub-systems. 

3.1.4 The inter-disciplinary approach 

• Concepts studies in Geography may overlap with those of other subjects 
such as Biology, Science and Economics. 

• Interdisciplinary studies should form part of the broad teaching strategy. 
This wil l enhance the va lue of both the learning content and the learn ing 
objectives. 

3.1.5 The scientific approach 

• Pupils should be trained in the scientific method of inquiry (statement of 
hypothesis, followed by the collection and classification of information, and 
finally the testing of the hypothesis). 

3.2 Teaching techniques 

It is recommended that, where appropriate, teachers should : 

3.2.1 Integrate the reading and analysis of photographs, statistics and maps with the 
relevant sections of the syllabus. This includes: 

• photographs : vertical , oblique and horizontal (i .e. aerial and ordinary); 
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• statistics: appropriate statistical geographical data; 

• maps : such as wall , atlas, topographic maps of Southern Africa (particularly 
the 1 :50000 SA series) and municipal maps of the local area. 

3.2.2 Ensure the pupils become competent in the use of various measuring instruments 
and other apparatus. 

3.2.3 Make use of diagrammatic representation of statistics. For example, climat ic 
figures, economic data and population characteristics can be il lustrated by means 
of line graphs, columns, rectangles, circle segments, dots, colour, pictorial diagrams 
and isolines. 

3.2.4 Introduce quantitative techniques such as means, deviations (range) , simple 
correlations, scattergrams, regression lines and probabilities. Emphasis should be 
on understanding what the different techniques reflect. Complicated calculations 
and constructions are not required. 

3.2.5 Refer to models. These include: 

• Theoretical models (such as urban and economic models) which need to be 
tested against the real world. These enable Geography to be studies by 
means of a more problem-orientated approach. 

• Physical models (such as globes, tellurions, papermache and sand-tray 
models) which provide effective representations of the real world. 

3.2.6 Undertake well-planned and meaningful fie ldwork: 

• This includes observation and measurement in the filed and the recording 
and processing of data; the interpretation of written and graphic information. 

3.2.7 Encourage individual and group research techniques: 

• Pupil involvement, independent activity, initiative, creativity and 
independence should constantly be extended. 
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• Pupils should learn to rely on personal observation in the field (primary 
source) and to make use of secondary sources such as reference books, 
maps, photographs and diagrams, films, tapes and slides, as well as 
television, the ratio and the press. 

• Pupils need to develop worthwhile, attitudes towards learning such as 
respect for evidence, a critical appraisal of reporting, a suspicion of 
simplistic explanations and a willingness to engage in rational discussion. 

• Pupils need to distinguish between central issues of importance and 
peripheral issues. 

NOTE : Pupils should undertake short, independent study topics throughout the 
year on work related to the requirements of the syllabus. 

3.3 Differentiation 

3.3.1 Teachers should not expect the same amount and quality of work from all pupils. 
Differences in ability must be taken into account. However, 

• Layout of paper for the Higher Grade and the Standard Grade: 

SECTION A : PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 

TWO questions set, at least ONE must be answered. 

SECTION B : SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY 

TWO questions set, at least ONE must be answered. 

SECTION C : REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY 

THREE questions set, at least ONE must be answered 

• COMBINED questions may be set in each section ; for example, a question 
in Section A may comprise the Geomorphology, Ecology and Climatology 
components. 

• HIGHER GRADE questions may either be SYSTEMATIC or of the 
COMPOSITE variety. A composite question in one section (e.g. Section A) 
may 'include aspects from one of both the other two sections (B and/or C), 
provided the marks allocated to aspects from other sections do not exceed 
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25 % of the total marks for the question. 

• STANDARD GRADE emphasis should be on the SYSTEMATIC type of 
questions 

4.4 Differentiation between Higher Grade and Standard Grade, for both internal and 
external papers, should be achieved through the type of questions set and on their 
mark allocation. 
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FREE STATE PROVINCE 
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.... 
FREE STATE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT 

Education 
PO Box 521 • Bloemfontein • 9300 • South Africa 

Examinations Subdirectorate • 50 Elizabeth Street • Bloemfontein 
Tel.: +27 (0) 51 - 404 8000 • Fax : +27 (0) 51 - 4048262 

Enquiries 
Reference no. 

Mrs E van Heerden 

Mr AM Rambuda 
PO Box 1881 
Welkom 
9460 

LEARNERS' PERFORMANCE IN GEOGRAPHY 

Tel. : (051) 4048252 
E-mail : 

1. This office regrets to inform you that the only statistics we are able to supply you with are those 
for 1998 and 1999. If this office obtains earlier information, it will be provided to you. 

YEAR 1998 1998 1999 1999 
GRADE HG sG HG sG 
% FAIL 49.64 48.7 70.91 55.38 

% PASS 50.36 51 .3 29.09 44.62 

2. Hoping that you will find the information in order 

Yours sinCjrely 

/ / 
" ~ '" _/~ -./ - / <- HEAD: EDUCATION "",,- ~ . -9 

DATE 2'" ~",,"'~=-~' - / 
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APPENDIX 3 

GEOGRAPHY TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
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RESEARCH ON THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE PROCESS SKILLS 

Dear geography teacher 

I am a PhD research student enrolled at the University of Pretoria. I am involved 
in a project which is attempting to describe and explain the application of 
Science Process Skills to the teaching of geography at secondary schools in the 
Free State Province. Science Process Skills are activities that scientists like 
geographers do when they study and investigate problems. As such, the project will 
provide useful information which could be of a supportive nature to geography 
teachers in general and outcomes-based education in particular. 

Attached is a questionnaire which attempts to gain information on inquiry 
teaching methods applied to geography teaching and learning. Inquiry teaching 
methods are teaching processes which contribute to learning processes involving 
the investigation of a question , a problem or an issue , in which the 
interrelationship between people and their environment is studied . This study 
assumes that the adoption of inquiry teaching and inquiry learning is likely to lead 
to the application of Science Process Skills to the teaching of geography. These 
skills may develop critical understanding of issues and the ability to solve problems . 

The survey has the approval of Free State Education Department. The researcher 
will be grateful for your response and wishes to ensure that your response will 
remain completely confidentia l and anonymous . 

Kindly answer by circling the appropriate number in the shaded area or write 
your answer in the shaded block provided . 

For Example: 1 What is your gender? 

IMaie 

After completing the questionnaire use the provided envelope to return it to me 
not later than 23 March 2000. 

Thank you for your co-operation. 

Mr Awelani Rambuda 
Student 

Prof WJ Fraser 
Promoter 
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GEOGRAPHY TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOR OFFFICIAL USE ONLY 

1 Questionnaire Type 

2 Respondent Number 

3 Card Number 1 

4 Education District 

PART ONE: PERSONAL DATA 

What is your gender? 

Male 
Female 

6 Did you take geography as a school subject to matric? 

7 Did you specialise in geography at tertiary level? 

PART TWO: EXPERIENCE IN THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY 

8 How many years of teaching experience do you have? 

9 What is the highest grade do you teach geography? 
[Mark ONE category only]. 

Teacher Questionnaire 

FOR OFFICE 
USE ONLY 

V1[]1 

11 �'----'----~12-4 

V3[]5 

V 4 LI ----L---.J16-7 

v81 111-12 

V9 13 
V10 14 
V11 15 

12 16 
13 17 
14 18-19 
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10 How long have you been teaching geography at school level? 

Less than 5 years 
5 years and over 

11 Were you interested in teaching geography, on appointment at 
your present school? 

12 Do you find geography easy to teach? 

PART THREE: SCHOOL DETAILS 

13 What is the location of your school? (Choose one only) 

14 Which one of the following would classify your school? 

PART FOUR: INQUIRY TEACHING METHOD 

In the shaded areas below indicate the degree to which you 
do as described in the statement. Please respond by making 
a cross (X) over the number in the appropriate shaded block. 

15 I focus on lessons involving exploration of important problems that 
can be investigated at many levels of difficulty. 

b-N:..::.e..;...:ve:..;...r_--,1t"",o V,-,.· 1 Sometimes I2iWI c.:1 O:..:.ft.:.:e.:.;.n __ --"~3""~'''''tl IAlways 1411 

16 I use learning materials that stimulate learners' interest. 

Never Sometimes Often 

Teacher Questionnai re 

V15020 

V16021 

V17 0 22 

V18023 

V19 1 124 

V20 0 25 

26 
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17 I make available many different learning resources for learners' use. 

I'-N:..:e::..:v..:::ec:...r __ -" r!lf""i)",,\11 I Sometimes l~iM I I Ofte n 

18 My lessons present some problems that develop learners' thinking 
skills. 

I'-N.:..;:e'-'-v-"'er __ ..... ltl""j ""i!1 I So m eti m es 112:!1I L.:I O:..:.ft.:..:e.:..:n __ ----"1'3""\""'Al I Alway s 14i!l 1 

19 When I teach , the learners talk more than I do. 

f'-N;..;;.e.:..:ve:..;...r_----<1l1=i-"'d I Sometimes lawl L.:IO:..:.f.:..:te.:..:n __ ----"I,$""t"";; 1 IAlways 1,!tiEI 

20 Learners are free to discuss their ideas in class. 

I"-N:.::e.:..:ve:.:...r_----"11""{ ""HI ISometimes l~i@1 Ic::O:.:...ft:.::e:.:.n __ ---"'t!1""]~""A IAlways 14Iml 

21 When I talk, I "question, I do not "tell". 

I'-N.;..;e:...;v..:;e.:..;r __ -" lft) ",J~,",;)ll I Sometimes IGlld I Often 

22 I consciously use the ideas my learners' have raised in class. 

f'-N;..;;.e.:..:ve:..;...r _----"lif=J;""!JI I Sometimes taMI c.:1 O,-,-ft",ec.;.n __ ---"'13"'[...,'1 I Always 14Mll 

23 I redirect learners' questions in such a way that learners 
are encouraged to arrive at their own answers. 

f'-N""'e.:..,;ve:.;",r_----'f!""11""'HI ISometimes Izw l L..:IO:..;.ft:=e:.:.n __ ----"!3""X"'H IAlways 1~!iI 

24 I consciously base my questions on learners' ideas in class. 

I'-N.:..:e-,-ve.:..;r __ -" Uj",Jk""t l Ic.:S""o"'-m""e""tim.:..:e.::..,s:....-...... IZ""'·l...,jQ IOften f'''''' I I I 'qg A ways 

25 Learners are free to interchange their ideas in class. 

14k l 

I-'-N:..:e:..:.ve:::r __ -" l!l",Ii""fi ISometimes 12JM c::IO:..:.ft:..:e.:..:,n __ ----"'a""J""Jil IAlways 14Wil 

26 I encourage the learners to evaluate if their arguments are relevan~ 
to the ideas being discussed. 

I'-N.:...:e'-'-ve~r __ -" Iltl",.W""ilI I Sometimes Iz't l L.:I O:..:.ft.:..:e.:.;.n __ --"~a""J""l\1 IAlways I~ } I 

27 My learners gain understanding in science process skills. 

I'-N.:..:e:..:.V::.;er ___ "", ISometimes It 'll L.:O:..:.ft.:..:e.:..:n __ ----"fS""l ""t l IAlways L4lbl 

Teacher Questionnaire 

V22027 

V23028 

V24029 

V27032 

V28033 

V31036 
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I encourage to II1V.""lua", geographical p 

ISometimes I~@I t.::IO:.:.:ft""en"--_---'~.""t{ •• ·""ml IAlways Ian 

ISometimes 12M!! I L...:O:..:.;ft:.=;en"--_---'i"'$/""l l IAlways 1:4%1 

30 Class discussions are conducted in an orderly fashion that emphasizes 
courtesy and willingness to listen to each person's ideas. 

t.::1 S:..::0.:..:.m:..::e.:::tim.:..=es=---...J.12"":]",,,m t.::IO:..:.ft:..::e.:..:.n __ ----"!$""t""l!1 I Always 14Wl! 

31 My leamers gain practice in scientific process of acquiring knowledge 

ISometimes IZiti c.:IO:..:.ft.:=e.:..:.n __ ----"I$""l ""i!1 IAlways I~\ M 

I reward the free exchange of ideas in class. 

ISometimes IZ1!U t.::IO:.:.:ft""en"--_---'I""~r""i;1 IAlways hitll!l 

I allow leamers to move freely in the classroom while they are engaged 
in groupwork activities . 

ISometimes III c.:IO:..:.f.:=te.:..:.n __ ----<la""i wAI IAlways I~P ll 

34 I encourage the testing of ideas in class. 

ISometimes 12wil 1t.::9:.:.:ft:..::e.:..:.n __ ----"!~'"'J~""M IAlways l#t1:1 

35 I avoid criticising ideas offered by learners in class. 

ISometimes l21tWH L.::IO:.:.:ft""en-'----_--"la""L""WI IAlways li4lim 

36 Each leamer's contribution is considered important in class. 

I Sometimes I;ct l L.::IO:.:.:ft=.;en-'--_---'ta""j""j;j IAlways 14(· ;[1 

37 I evaluate learners on growth in many aspects of the learning 
experience, rather than simply on the basis of facts required. 

ISometimes 12ml t.::IO:.:.:ft""en"--_---'I""al""Ul IAlways 141H! 

All geographical topics are critically examined, not" taught" as closed 
issues with a single "correct" solution . 

Teacher Questionnaire 

V34 0 39 

V35 040 

V36 041 

V38 043 

V39 044 

V40 045 

V41046 

V42047 

48 
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39 Use of unfounded, emotionally charged language is 
guided didactic conversations. 

I Sometimes 1'2: I I c::IO:.:.ft:.::e.:..:.n __ --"'13""1""H IAlways IIMnl 

40 I emphasize that values are permissable areas for discussion. 

I Sometimes 12&H c::IO:.:.ft:.::e.:..:.n __ ---1lI$;!lli1ilJ1il IAlways 1!i#!iI 

41 I allow for maximum learner use of learning materials. 

ISometimes 12WII c::IO::..::ft:::::en~_----,,1il!£3'~:il IAlways 14ml 

ISometimes I21MI c::IO::..::ft:.:::en~_----"ril!£31t~ml IAlways IltM 

Teacher Questionnaire 

V44049 

V45050 

V46051 

V47052 

V48 53 
V49 54 
V50 55 
V51 56 
V52 57 

V53 58 
V54 59 
V55 60 
V56 61 
V57 62 

V58 63 
V59 64 
V60 65 
V61 66 
V62 67 

, 
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State how these difficulties can be solved . 

A: Basic Science Process Skills applied to the teaching of 

geography. Please respond to the following statements by making 

a cross (X) over the number in the appropriate shaded block. 

47 I give my learners many opportunities to identify geographical 

important problems. 

ISometimes 12 @1 L..:IO:..;.ft;..:;e.:..;.n __ ----"~a"")}"":t1 IAlways 14;&1 

I organize classroom activities in which learners classify the 

observed geographical features. 

I Sometimes I~H!I c::IO::..:.ft:.:::e.:..:.n __ ---"I:a;"'T""lil IAlways I¥tIM 

49 I encourage learners to use any means to communicate learned 

information , i.e. to draw maps, charts , symbols, graphs and 
diagrams to communicate the information. 

I Sometimes Izw ll L..:O:..;.ft;..:;e.:..;.n __ ----"i3""3""'d IAlways l4liM 

50 I link the work in geography on diagrams to the everyday life of the 

learners, i.e. getting learners to bring examples from newspapers 
and magazines for discussion in class. 

ISometimes I~wl c::1O::..:.ft"'e.:..:.n __ ---"13""';"'ii I IAlways 1t4MI 

51 I organize activities in which my learners compare objects using 

standardized units of measure and suitable measuring instruments. 

ISometimes I Zit I c::IO:..::ft::::en"----_----'f.=.3-'1 IAlways 14'>1 

I organize my learners to observe geographical phenomena, such 

as the maximum and minimum air temperatures, wind direction 
and speed, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, amount and type 
of rainfall. 

ISometimes lai H L..::IO:..;.ft:.=e:..:.n __ -"'IS""' .• ...,A IAlways 14,1 

Teacher Questionnaire 

V63 68 
V64 69 
V65 70 
V66 71 
V67 72 

V68073 

V69074 

V70075 

V71076 

V72 077 

V73078 
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53 I encourage my learners to predict future geographical events 
based upon their observations. 

Never l, h,J :::~ ::(.<:~, ISometimes Iz%1 I Often t~\lil IAlways I "'til V74 079 

54 I encourage learners to use various forms of data to determine the 
correctness of geographical theory. 

Never m, l ISometimes 12 " 1 :. ,·::it: I Often laY!!l IAlwa:ts 14 I V75 0 80 

FOR OFFFICIAL USE ONLY FOR OFFICE 
USE ONLY 

55 Questionnaire Type V76 []1 

56 Respondent Number V77 I I I 12-~ 

57 Card Number 2 V78 [U5 

58 Education District V79 I I 16-7 

59 I encourage my learners to describe a geographical feature's position 
in relation to other geographical features. 

Never lilFM I Sometimes l:t /I I Often t$;H IAlwa:ts 14' I V80 0 11 

60 I give my learners many opportunities to observe geographical 
important problems. 

Never fOOi'iiI I Sometimes 121}d I Often taml IAlwa:ts 14iH V81 09 

61 I encourage learners to use any means to communicate 
investigated information. 

Never liiA 1 I Sometimes 12 I I Often t3 "1 " "K. IAlwa:ts 14 I V82 010 
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62 I link the work in geography on graphs to the everyday life of the 
learners, i.e. getting learners to bring examples from newspapers and 
magazines for discussion in class. 

Never 1:1 1 ISometimes 12 I I Often la,1 IAlways 141 V83011 

63 I organize activities in which my learners arrange geographical 
features in logical order according to their structures . 

Never Ij 1 I Sometimes 121 I Often 13 '1 IAlways 14 I V84012 

B: Integrated Science Process Skills applied to the teaching 
of geography. Please respond to the following statements by 
making a cross (X) over the number in the appropriate shaded 
block. 

64 I encourage learners to identify variables that affect geographical 
phenomena, e.g. how variables such as air temperature, air pressure, 
humidity and cloud cover influence the occurrence of rainfall. 

Never 111; 1 I Sometimes I~ I I Often t$ HI IAlways 14nl V85013 

65 I devise exercises in which my learners have to construct tables 
of data. 

Never h1: J ISometimes 12 I I Often !S,,! IAlways 141 V86014 

66 I devise exercises in which learners have to construct graphs. 

Never Hr 1 I Sometimes 121 I Often fail IAlways 141 V87015 

67 I devise exercises in which my learners conduct investigations. 

Never I~+tl ISometimes 12 I I Often l~i; 1 IAlways 14 ·1 V88016 

68 I devise exercises in which my learners identify the variables 

under study. 

Never 11 1 ISometimes 12 I I Often \31 IAlways 141 V89017 

69 I give my learners geographical problems in which they are 
encouraged to construct hypotheses. (A hypothesis is a tentative 
answer to a problem). 

Never 11 I ISometimes 12 I IOften [3U IAlwa:ts 14 I V90018 
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I give exercises in which my learners define geographical features 

by using observable characteristics of the features . 

ISometimes I~ jll L..:IO:..:.ft:.::e'-'.n __ ----L!S"" ..• ···...J1 IAlways I;V\l 

I give my learners hypotheses and request them to design 
investigations to test the given hypotheses. 

ISometimes l@fHL..:IO:..:.ft:.::e'-'.n __ ----"la"'Y"-l, j IAlways 14k l 

72 I devise exercises in which learners have to describe the 
relationship between variables on a graph. 

ISometimes 1 :~m!1 L..:IO:..:.;ftc=.;en-'--_----'ia""'J""MI IAlways lit'MI 

73 State problems which you experience when applying Science 
Process Skills to the teaching of geography. 

M"'~" YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION 

you have any queries regarding this study, please contact 
researcher: 

Mr Awelani Rambuda 
P.O. Box 1881 
WELKOM 
9460 

3964112 X267 (W) 

Teacher Questionnaire 

V91 019 

V92020 

V93021 

V94 22 
V95 23 
V96 24 
V97 25 
V98 26 

V99 27 
V100 28 
V101 29 
V102 30 
V103 31 

e-rnail address: RMBDA-AM@weasel. vi sta.ac.za 
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GEOGRAPHY LEARNER QUESTIONNAIRE 
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RESEARCH ON THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE PROCESS SKILLS 

Dear geography learner 

I am a PhD research student enrolled at the University of Pretoria. I am involved 
in a project which is attempting to describe and explain the application of 
Science Process Skills to the teaching of geography at secondary schools in the 
Free State Province . Science Process Skills are activities that scientists like 
geographers do when they study and investigate problems. As such, the project will 
provide useful information which could be of a supportive nature to geography 
teachers in general and outcomes-based education in particular. 

Attached is a questionnaire which attempts to gain information on inquiry 
teaching methods applied to geography teaching and learning . Inquiry teaching 
methods are teaching processes which contribute to learning processes involving 
the investigation of a question, a problem or an issue, in which the 
interrelationship between people and their environment is studied. This study 
assumes that the adoption of inquiry teaching and inquiry learning is likely to lead 
to the application of Science Process Skills to the teaching of geography. These 
skills may develop critical understanding of issues and the ability to solve problems. 

The survey has the approval of Free State Education Department. The researcher 
will be grateful for your response and wishes to ensure that your response will 
remain completely confidential and anonymous. 

Kindly answer by circling the appropriate number in the shaded area or write 
your answer in the shaded block provided. 

For Example: 1 What is your gender? 

IMaie 

After completing the questionnaire hand it to your geography teacher who will 
then return it to me by 23 March 2000. 

Thank you for your co-operation. 

Mr Awelani Rambuda 
Student 

Prof WJ Fraser 
Promoter 

• 
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GEOGRAPHY LEARNER QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOR OFFFICIAL USE ONLY 

1 Questionnaire Type 

2 Respondent Number 

3 Card Number 

4 Education District 

PART ONE: PERSONAL DATA 

5 What is your gender? 

6 What is your age in completed years? 

7 Indicate your present grade. (Choose ONE category only) 

Grade 8 1 
Grade 9 'Z .. 
Grade 10 S 
Grade 11 4,. 
Grade 12 S' 

8 Do you find geography easy to learn? 

PART TWO: SCHOOL DETAILS 

9 What is the location of your school? (Choose ONE category only) 

IRural 
Urban Ii I 

Learner Questionnaire 

FOR OFFICE 
USE ONLY 

V1 [IJ1 

v2 1 1 I I 12-5 

V3[}]6 

v61 110-11 
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10 Which one of the following would classify your school best? 

PART THREE: INqUIRY TEACHING METHOD 

In the shaded areas below indicate the degree to which you 
agree or disagree with the statement. Please respond by making a 

cross (Xl over the number in the appropriate shaded block. 

11 My geography teacher focuses on lessons involving the exploration 
of important problems that can be investigated at many levels of 
difficulty. 

12 My geography teacher uses learning materials that stimulate my 
interest. 

Strongly I Disagreelit!mll L.:...A,..g:..::re.::.e_ ..... I~"'"1J""tJ Strongly 
Agree 

13 My geography teacher makes available many different learning 
resources for my use. 

Strongly 
Agree 

14 My geography teacher's lessons present some problems that develop 
my thinking skills. 

1 Disagreel~nmjl LA:.>I.g:..::re-=.e_--",I~""3",,i!J Strongly !41@ 
Agree ;!im 

15 When the lesson is in progress, I talk more than my geography 
teacher. 

IDisagreelg;l!ml IL.:...A,..g:..::re.::.e_--,I""a:"",HI 

Learner Questionnaire 

V10 I 115-16 

V11017 

V12018 

V14020 
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16 I am free to discuss my ideas with other learners in class. 

Strongly till 1 DisagreeI2?V'1 II.:...A",g;.::rec::.e_--,f.l:;\lI"",M! 
Disagree 

17 When my geography teacher talks, (s)he "questions", (s)he does 
not "tell". 

Strongly 
Disagree 

11;;1. 1 Disagreel2 
:,;~-: 

'~:* 
1.:...1 A",gc:..:re:.::e,--------"Ia",'j"'""t l "-~.:.;; gtrt:..: r~e:..:ne=--g I_y ----L.

4
....;1::J! 

18 My geography teacher consciously uses ideas I have raised in class. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

IL.:...A""gc..;:re..::.e_ ..... !""a:.-=!\! Strongly 
Agree :It ,'-

19 My geography teacher redirects my questions in such a way that I am 
encouraged to arrive at my own answers. 

20 My geography teacher consciously bases his/her questions on my 
ideas in class. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1}ji 1 Disagree 12 
·'~~W 

c...1 A'-"gc.cre:...:e'------'-!~""t"-'H Strong Iy 
Agree 

21 I am free to interchange my ideas with other learners in class. 

;-'If(~naly 1 Disagree!2" IL:..A""gc...:re:..:e,--------"[Si"".:"",,d Strongly 4l 
Agree Ai 

22 My geography teacher encourages us to evaluate if our arguments 
are relevant to the ideas being discussed. 

1 Di sa g ree 12 1 1.:...1 A",g;.::rec::.e_--,I",,$;;;.JWj 

23 I gain understanding in the usage of science process skills. 

Learner Questionnaire 

V16022 

V17023 

V18024 

V19025 

V20026 

V21027 

V22028 

V23029 
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24 My geography teacher encourages us to investigate geographical 
phenomena. 

Strongly 1 A· I Disagree!:2i;iNI IAgree la''''1 . ,~~~~ Strongly 4# V24 030 
Disagree :{ Agree ::::: 

25 My geography teacher emphasizes learning, rather than classroom 
discipline when we are engaged in groupwork activities. 

Strongly 1\1 I Disa9reeIZil;¥H IA9ree !$Yl Strongly ~fii V25 031 : '.,'::~~ 

Disagree Agree d~W 

26 Class discussions are conducted in an orderly fashion that emphasizes 
courtesy and willingness to listen to each person's ideas. 

Strongly 1+ I Disa9ree!2 Aj IA9ree 13jl\~ Strongly :~~; V26 032 
Disagree .0:::;: Agree ?:%' 

,m~%:: :::w::~ 

27 I gain practice in scientific processes of acquiring knowledge. 

Strongly ~lf~ I Disa9ree!211it11 IA9ree !~"'l Strongly dII V27 033 ~ , .im 

Disagree ~~~~m Agree , 

28 My geography teacher rewards free exchange of ideas in class. 

Strongly 1 I Disa9ree Iz ;, I IA9ree [$&1 Strongly ~}' V28 034 
Disagree Agree ;:~~~, 

~:W#: 

29 My geography teacher allows us to move freely in the classroom 
while we are engaged in groupwork activities. 

I ~~: V"lj'l 
I Disa9ree!21htj IA9ree [$Il~ Strongly iNf V29 035 

Agree 
:~:~::::1:::: 

:m::~:: 
It'"~ ',:.:::;:~,<: 

30 My geography teacher encourages the testing of ideas in class. 

Strongly ~lw I Disa9ree!t •. j IA9ree Itit'MI Strongly itT V30 036 
Disagree ~r~~ Agree ~~. p 

31 My geography teacher avoids criticising ideas offered by us in class. 

Strongly 1 I Disa9ree Ii I IA9ree lath! Strongly th& V31 037 
Disagree !Ht Agree :-~~::~:::?: 

::::::::~w 
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32 Our contributions in discussions are considered important in class. 

33 My geography teacher evaluates us on growth in many aspects of the 
learning experience, rather than simply on the basis of facts 
required . 

34 All geographical topics are critically examined, not "taught as closed 
issues with a single "correct" solution . 

35 Use of unfounded, emotionally charged language is minimized in 
guided didactic conversations. 

Strongly I Disagreef~fjllli l!.IA.:ljg!!..::re:.:::e_-.J!Il!!$~lM 

36 My geography teacher emphasizes that values are permissable areas 
for discussion. 

I Disagree!~!l!lil l!.IA.:ljg!!..::re:.:::e_-.JI~~Zlml 

37 My geography teacher allows for my maximum use of learning 
materials. 

I Disagree I~liml l!:1 A.:ljg!!..::re:.:::e_-.J!Il!!$'~MI 

38 My geography teacher plays a low-key role in directing my learning 
experience. 

I Disagree!2ff l "-IA,-"gc..::re:.::e_-,I~"",I",,m 

Learner Questionnaire 

V34040 

V35041 

V36042 

V37043 

V38044 
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39 What problems does your geography teacher experience when (s)he 
develops inquiry teaching? 

State how these difficulties can be solved. 

What problems do you experience when you are involved in inquiry 
learning? 

Basic Science Process Skills applied to the teaching of 
geography. Please respond to the following statements by 
making a cross (Xl over the number in the appropriate shaded 
block. 

My geography teacher gives us many opportunities to identify 

geographical important problems. 

I Disagree I:k I L:...IA:;,.g:...:re.=.e_-,f.=.3--,1 Strongly 
Agree 

Learner Questionnaire 

V39 45 
V40 46 
V41 47 
V42 48 
V43 49 

V44 50 
V45 51 
V46 52 
V47 53 
V48 54 

V49 55 
V50 56 
V51 57 
V52 58 
V53 59 

V54 60 
V55 61 
V56 62 
V57 63 
V58 64 

V59 D65 
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44 My geography teacher organizes classroom activities in which we 
classify the observed geographical features. 

Strongly 

45 My geography teacher encourages us to use any means to 
communicate learned information, i.e. to draw maps, charts , 
symbols, graphs, and diagrams to communicate the 
information . 

Strongly 
Disagree 

46 My geography teacher links the work in geography on diagrams to 
our everyday life, i.e. getting us to bring examples from newspapers 
and magazines for discussion in class. 

I Disagreela¥;hl;] L:..IA:..w;g:..;:re",-e_ ..... I3iill,..:t ""I! 

47 My geography teacher organizes activities in which we compare 
objects using standardized units of measure and suitable 
measuring instruments. 

SDtlrSoa'~~reIYe , ... ;t .•. , ...... i.~.,0., .. • .• ;.· .. ;,:.f.. I Disagree [2iMilll "-IA ... gc...re"'e'----"la""J''''M Strongly ~;l[ 
'Y' .. Agree mm 

48 My geography teacher organizes us to observe geographical 
phenomena such as the maximum and minimum air temperatures, 
wind direction and speed, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, 
amount and type of rainfall. 

Strongly I Disagree t2lWilll Il:...A:..w;g:..;:re",-e_--,~""al""tll 

49 My geography teacher encourages us to predict future 
geographical events based upon our observations. 

50 My geography teacher encourages us to use various forms of 
information to determine the correctness of a geographical theory. 

IAgree !2MWl I Disagree I~mj Strongly ~itl 
Disagree flU' 

Learner Questionnaire 

V60066 

V61 067 

V62068 

V63069 

V64 070 

V65071 

V66072 
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51 My geography teacher encourages us to describe a geographical 
feature's position in relation to other geographical features. 

Strongly i I Disagreel~Wi;A IAgree hrrl Strongly 4k V67 073 
Disagree Agree tF'. 

52 My geography teacher gives us many opportunities to observe 
geographical important problems. 

Strongly ; '::: I DisagreelaW;;;1 IAgree laiwl Strongly 4~Jt V68 074 .. '::;:~;: 

Disagree Agree rmm 
.::t~::;:~~ 

53 My geography teacher encourages us to use any means to 
communicate investigated information. 

Strongly if } I Disagree!2!;, ·,1 IAgree Ia.H~ Strongly ~N~ V69 075 
Disagree 

';-," 

Agree T 

54 My geography teacher links the work in geography on graphs to our 
everyday life, i.e. getting us to bring examples from newspapers and 
magazines for discussion in class. 

Strongly 1@· I DisagreelZi!yl IAgree 1$'''1 Strongly ~:.{ V70 076 "m 
;. :~!:::~ 

:·::::m:::; 

Disagree jt Agree ':H~:::::: 
.:;::~r::~:':' 

55 My geography teacher organizes activities in which we arrange 
geographical features in logical order according to their structures. 

Strongly .1 I Disagree!2iti'1 I,~ Strongly Mt V71 077 
Disagree .. , Agree @W 

;;,:,;,:.»;. 

B: Integrated Science Process Skills applied to the teaching 
of geography. Please respond to the following statements by 
making a cross (X) the number in the appropriate shaded block. 

56 My geography teacher encourages us to identify variables that affect 
geographical phenomena, e.g. how variables such as air temperature, 
air pressure, humidity and cloud cover influence the occurance of 
rainfall. 

Strongly 1 I Disagreel~ I IAgree I~wl Strongly If'!bl 
V72 078 '. ::::;3~ 

Disagree Agree "', 
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57 My geography teacher devises exercises in which we have to 
construct tables of data ( tables of information). 

1 Disagreela~b11 "-IA,-,,-g:..::rec::.e_--,,f~,,".W,",Jj 

58 My geography teacher devises exercises in which we have to 
construct graphs. 

1 Disagree [gtMRI c...IA'->I.g:..::re..:;.e_ ...... I$=W""u 

FOR OFFFICIAL USE ONLY 

59 Questionnaire Type 

60 Respondent Number 

6 1 Card Number 

62 Education District 

63 My geography teacher devises exercises in which we conduct 

investigations. 

SDtlrsoa,~7reIYe :.~.r .• ~.! .. ·.~,:.'~.'.i.· 1 DisagreelaSlm c...IA.:.;;g""re:..:e,-----"la""iX",,1'l Strongly II 
.~, ~. ~ ~gree .w .... , 

64 My geography teacher devises exercises in which we identify the 

variables under study. 

1 Disagreel~ht\1l l:..IA.:.;;g",re:..:e,-----,-t:t",·r",,;q Strongly 4ilF 
Agree )81]1; 

65 My geography teacher g ives us geographical problems in which we 
are encouraged to construct hypotheses. (A hypothesis is a 

tentative answer to a problem). 

1 Disagreel~W;M Ic....A;><.g:..::re..::.e_-,I=.31=Ii! 

Learner Questionnaire 

V73 0 79 

V74080 

FOR OFFICE 

USE ONLY 

V75 ~1 

V76 1 1 1 1 12-5 

V77 ~6 

V78 1 17-8 

V80010 

V81 011 
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66 My geography teacher gives us exercises in which we are encouraged 
to define geographical features by using observable 

characteristics of the features . 

I Disagreel~;!!MI I"-A:.iI.g:...::re..::.e_--,I,,,,~"=;fJ 

7 My geography teacher gives us hypotheses and request us to design 
investigations to test the given hypotheses. 

If I I Disagreel$Wl!l I"-A:.iI.g:...::re..::.e_--,!""~,,,,,Wl 
J.::.:.:=i=':'--'= 

My geography teacher devises exercises in which we have to 
describe the relationship between variables on a graph. 

I Disagreel~iMMI I"-A""g:...::re..::.e_--,!,,,,~~ ... '11 

State problems which you experience when Science Process Skills 

are applied to the teaching of geography. 

HANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION 

If you have any queries regarding this study, please contact 
the researcher. 

Mr Awelani Rambuda 
P.O. Box 1881 

(057) 396 4112 OR 0824918014 

Learner Questionnaire 

V82 D12 

V84 D14 

V85 15 
V86 16 
V87 17 
V88 18 
V89 19 

V90 20 
V91 21 
V92 22 
V93 23 
V94 24 

e-mail address: RMBDA-AM@weasel.vista.ac.za 
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